PhD course

The ‘stuff’ of environmental politics: Theorising the power of/in materiality

(4 ECTS)

Course structure and literature

29nd January 2016 (9:30-15:30)

1. Theoretical inroads: Rematerializing political theory
   *Voluntary additional reading:*

2. Theorising ontological politics: Doing disease
   *Voluntary additional reading:*

5th February 2016 (9:30-15:30)

3. The ‘vast machine’ enabling us to ‘see’ climate change

Voluntary additional reading:

4. Technological politics: The capacity of things to interrupt political orderings

Voluntary additional reading:

5. Political technologies: Constituting publics

12th February 2016 (9:30-15:30)

6. Denaturalizing nature

7. Commodified natures

8. The limits of neoliberalizing nature

**Voluntary additional reading**

19th February 2016 (9:30-15:30)

9. Rethinking democracy as grounded in materiality

**Voluntary additional reading**

10. Imagination: Expanding the realm of the possible